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Release Summary 
Evolution General Practice 

 
Version 1.15 Build 1.15.1.1 (March 2019) 

 

Description of Resolution 

1. Fixes an issue that was causing the refresh in the Appointment Book navigation pane to take focus 
away from the Consultation Notes fields when typing. 

2. Fixes an issue where an increase in available treatments for a patient diagnosis was not being 
saved when closing the screen using the ‘X’ button rather than the OK button. 

3. Fixes an issue where if the Evolution application was closed in the middle of a Patient Join process 
the Patient Join process was left in an inconsistent state. 

4. Fixes an issue where sorting the Claims Preview screen using the Age column was not displaying 
the data in correct age order. 

5. Fixes an issue in the Claims Print where printing more than 2 claims at once would display both 
claims on the same page rather than separate pages. 

6. Fixes an issue where an ACC45 form in ‘Acknowledged’ state was showing the Response tab in 
‘Red’ when an error had not been received from ACC. 

7. Fixes an issue where the NOK_RELATION merge field was not printing when a patient had multiple 
contacts detailed in the Contacts tab. 

8. Fixes an issue where a Heading created in a New Advanced Form was removed when adding a 
New Field/Term immediately afterwards. 

9. Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario the error ‘there is no row at position 0’ was being 
received when completing a Pharmac SA request for a patient. 

10. Fixes an issue where the Day Book Report was not displaying the (c) indicated next to Capitated 
claims. 

11. Fixes an issue where the Day Book Report was not displaying the Invoice Amount for claim 
accounts when printing in Alphabetical order. 

12. Fixes an issue where in the Provider Inbox when viewing results, the New Medication button 
disappeared when the patient was on ManageMyHealth and was replaced by the ‘Send MMH 
Email’ button. 

13. Fixes an issue where & characters in Consultation Notes were not being displayed correctly for 
GP2GP Imports. 

14. Fixes an issue where after selecting the ‘Days’ field in the Restrictions tab of the ARC18 a user could 
not select another field. 
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15. Fixes an issue where filtering the Recall Contact List by ‘This Recall Term Only’ stopped the Right 
Click Print option from functioning. 

16. Fixes an issue where NIR Birth Nomination Messages were missing the Provider and Attention to 
fields within the Provider Inbox. 

 

For further information, or any other queries regarding the changes in this release, please 

contact Medtech Support via: 

 Insight: Register for the Insight Customer Portal and Log a Support Ticket at 
https://insight.medtechglobal.com/  

 Online Chat: www.medtechglobal.com 


